Abstract The aim of this mini-review article is to clarify the relation between two distinct formulations of the thermodynamic free energy for collective variables which can be found in the molecular dynamics literature. In doing so, we discuss the different ensemble concepts underlying the two definitions and reveal their relation to strong confinement (restraints) and molecular constraints. The latter analysis is based on a variant of Federer's coarea formula which can be regarded as a generalization of Fubini's theorem for iterated integrals to curvilinear coordinates and which implies the famous "blue moon" ensemble identity for computing conditional expectations using constrained simulations. For illustration we will present a few paradigmatic examples.
Introduction
Free energy is probably one of the most important quantities in analysing molecular systems [1] . If certain collective variables are given which monitor, e.g., transitions between molecular conformations, one can define a free energy associated with these collective variables as the logarithm of their probability density [2] . Free energy, as thus defined, encodes the statistical weights of the molecular conformations. Nevertheless, many choices of collective variables give rise to the same partitioning of state space into conformations, and one may likewise define a free energy as a function of the level sets of the collective variables. Other than the aforementioned free energy, this second free energy, which is intrinsically geometric in that it solely depends upon the foliation given by the collective variables, appears to be a common quantity for computing, e.g., transition rates between metastable states [3] .
In this article we want to advocate the view that both free energies are, in their own right, physically sensible concepts to which the term potential of mean force applies, albeit the words "mean" and "force" may have different meanings in each case. Moreover the two free energies can be transformed into one another by a suitable reweighting procedure. There is a large body of literature arguing in favour of one or the other (e.g., see [4, 5] ) and sometimes confusing the two concepts; cf. the discussion in [6, 7] . As this part of the literature has a large readership while the few articles a e-mail: carsten.hartmann@fu-berlin.de b e-mail: latorre@mi.fu-berlin.de c e-mail: giovanni.ciccotti@ucd.ie (e.g., [3, 8] ) that have clarified the distinction are much less known, we feel it is useful to give a pedagogical introduction to the problem and explain when it is appropriate to use one or the other definition. The two definitions are the theme of the next two sections; Section 2 is devoted to the probabilistic ansatz, whereas Section 3 deals with the more geometric approach. While picking either definition depends on the scope of application rather than being a question of right or wrong, the matter bears some resemblance with the classical problem of how to realise holonomic constraints [9, 10, 11] ; cf. also [12, . The relation between free energy, strong confinement and constraints is outlined in the Sections 2.1 and 4. Finally, the findings of the article are briefly summarised in Section 5.
This mini-review article contains results from [5, 3, 8] . Its new contribution consists in giving illustrative examples, the pedagogical use of the coarea formula (see Sec. 2.1) that connects the two definitions of free energy, and in pointing out the relation to strongly confined molecular systems.
Free energy as a probabilistic concept
Consider a system of particles assuming states (x, p) ∈ R 2n with total energy H(x, p) = T (p) + V (x), where T is kinetic and V is potential energy. We suppose that the system is in contact with a heat bath and that its states follow the canonical probability distribution
where we assume that the integral exists. Here β = (k B T ) −1 denotes the inverse temperature with k B being the Boltzmann constant. We further assume that T, V ∈ C 1 (R n ) are bounded below and sufficiently confining so that the energy level sets
are bounded for all regular values E ∈ R that H = T + V takes. The normalization constant Z < ∞, the partition function, plays an important role, for the various macroscopic system properties can be derived from it, the most important one being the Helmholtz free energy that is the thermodynamic potential of the canonical ensemble [13] . To start off with an example, suppose we want to know the probability of observing states (x, p) ∈ R 2n having the energy H(x, p) = E. The probability density
is given by
where δ denotes Dirac's delta function (see also Sec. 2.1 below). Defining the quantity
which is known as the density of states and which, by the lower bound and the growth conditions on the total energy H, is finite for all regular values of E, the density µ H (E) can be recast as
with F (E) = E − β −1 ln Ω(E). We call F (E) the free energy of the macroscopic observable energy. Since the exponential function quickly decays as F grows, the major contribution to the integral comes from the energy value E = E * for which F (E) attains a minimum. Hence, by construction, the minimiser E * = argmin F (E) determines the most probable value of E in the canonical distribution.
The approach can be generalised to arbitrary macroscopic properties of the system, not just the energy. To this end, we let Φ : R n → R be a sufficiently smooth macroscopic observable that is independent of the momenta p. The latter assumption implies that we may easily integrate out the kinetic energy part from the canonical distribution and replace (2.1) by the momentum-reduced probability density
where we will drop the overbar for notational convenience and simply write Z :=Z. In the following we will speak of Φ as a collective variable. 1 Then, as before, the corresponding probability distribution
is found by marginalising out the states x ∈ R n , i.e.,
the thermodynamic free energy associated with the collective variable Φ, it readily follows that ρ Φ has the form of the usual canonical probability density, namely
The coarea formula
The delta function in (2.3) is a symbolic expression whose precise meaning is provided by the coarea formula: calling
the level set of the function Φ for a regular value ξ ∈ R, assuming that |∇Φ| = 0 and denoting by dσ the area element on Σ(ξ), the coarea formula asserts that [14, 15] 
for any integrable function f : R n → R. Hence,
A limiting procedure for the coarea formula using a bias potential. We may give a quick-and-dirty derivation of the identity (2.6) without resorting to (2.5). We suppose that the rightmost integral in (2.6) exists and define the bias potential
A "mollified" delta function can be defined as
Then, by definition of the mollifier δ ε ,
for all suitable test functions f : R n → R. Obviously ϕ is strictly convex in the direction normal to the level set Σ(ξ) and attains its minimum exactly on the level set (see Figure 1 ). This can be rephrased by saying that ϕ penalises deviations of x ∈ R n from the level set. Taylor expanding ϕ about its minimum at Φ(x) = ξ, noting that the function ϕ is even in Φ(x) − ξ, we find
|x − y| is the point closest to x that lies on Σ(ξ) or, in other words, the orthogonal projection of x on Σ(ξ); accordingly the surface element dσ is understood as the restriction of the n-dimensional integration measure dx to the submanifold Σ(ξ) ⊂ R n . Since σ is unique whenever x is sufficiently close to Σ(ξ) and ϕ penalises deviations from Σ(ξ), it follows by Laplace's method that
for all sufficiently small ε > 0. The Gaussian integral on the right-hand side can be carried out most easily using appropriate coordinates on Σ(ξ) and in the direction normal to it. More precisely, we let u(σ) = (u 1 (σ), . . . , u n−1 (σ)) be a local coordinate system on Σ(ξ). Its inverse σ(u) is a local embedding that maps local coordinates u ∈ R n−1 to points σ ∈ Σ(ξ). We further call v = ±|x − σ| the signed distance from Σ(ξ). The transformation from the coordinates x to the adapted coordinate system u, v is one-to-one for all points sufficiently close to Σ(ξ) and is given by
where n(σ) is the unit normal to Σ(ξ) at σ. Transforming to the new coordinates and integrating over the normal direction, we find
where J(u) = ∇σ(u) T ∇σ(u) in the second and third line is the metric tensor that is induced by embedding u → σ(u); for more details, see [16] . Finally noting that det J(u) du is the coordinate expression of dσ, the last equation together with (2.9) implies the coarea formula (2.6).
Gauge dependence and the Fixman potential
An important lesson from our short derivation of the coarea formula is that the free energy F Φ (ξ) is not invariant under transformations of the collective variable. Different confinement potentials, e.g., quartic instead of quadratic give rise to different gradient terms in (2.6), and accordingly the corresponding free energies will be different. That is, in general F Φ (ξ) = F Ψ (ζ), even though Φ(x) = ξ and Ψ (x) = ζ correspond to the same microstates. An extreme case in which a maximum of F Φ is turned into a minimum of F Ψ will be discussed in Example 1 below. The gauge dependence of the free energy has been discussed elsewhere in detail, e.g., [3, Sec. 7] or [5, Sec. V], but several features are noteworthy, so we feel it is useful to add a few remarks. To this end let h : R → R be a transformation with h > 0 which transforms Φ into Ψ = h(Φ). If we set ζ = h(ξ) then
is the same surface as the one defined by Φ(x) = ξ. However the corresponding free energies differ: by chain rule, ∇Ψ (x) = h (Φ)∇Φ(x) which, together with the coarea formula (2.6), entails that
The transformation behaviour should not come as a surprise if we keep in mind that exp(−βF Φ ) is the marginal distribution of the collective variable Φ. However, it has the consequence that critical points of the free energy landscape (e.g., local minima or saddle points) have no coordinate independent meaning. We illustrate the gauge dependence in the following simple example.
Example 1 Suppose x ∈ R. Let Φ(x) = x and Ψ (x) = x 3 + x be two collective variables that are related by the transformation h(w) = w 3 + w that has the property that h (w) = 0 for all w ∈ R. Equation (2.10) now reads
where r ζ is the real root of the cubic equation
2 is a bistable energy function with two minima at ξ = ±1 and a local maximum at ξ = 0. However the transformed free energy F Ψ has a global minimum at zero, but no further minima as can be seen in Figure 2 ). For comparison, the dashed line in the figure shows the double well potential V (ξ) = (ξ 2 − 1) 2 in the transformed variable ζ = ξ 3 + ξ, ignoring the logarithmic gauge term in equation (2.10).
Reversible work and the potential of mean force
The thermodynamic potential free energy is also known as the potential of mean force. Noting that
which entails the formal identity (that can be made precise by replacing δ by its mollifier δ ε )
we can differentiate F Φ (ξ) with respect to ξ and integrate by parts, by which we find
If we recall that the states x ∈ R n of our system are random with probability distribution ρ(x) = exp(−βV (x))/Z, it follows that ρ(x)δ(Φ(x)−ξ) is the joint distribution of x and Φ. Moreover since ρ Φ = Z Φ /Z is the distribution of Φ, we recognise
as the conditional probability distribution of x given that Φ(x) = ξ. Hence the righthand side in the expression for F Φ turns out to be the conditional expectation
the thermodynamic force in the direction of Φ, we find that
Φ involves essentially two different contributions, the first of which is gauge invariant and a second one that is not. We start with the first one: letting n(x) denote the unit normal to Σ at x, we see that
depends only on the unit normal that is independent of how the collective variable Φ is chosen. The divergence term ∇ · n is known as the mean curvature; roughly speaking, the mean curvature is the normal derivative of the surface element of Σ(ξ) ⊂ R n and Figure 3 . The distance between Σ(ξ) and its parallel surface Σ(ξ) + dΣ(ξ) is constant, which is not true for Σ(ξ + dξ) defined by Φ(x) = ξ + dξ that is not parallel to Σ(ξ).
hence represents inertial forces that are induced by the variation of the local area element [17] . For the the second term, we have
which is the directional derivative of the Fixman potential along the normal, hence a pure ambient-space term; it accounts for the density of states in the neighbourhood of the macrostate {Φ(x) = ξ} as is illustrated in Figure 1 (compare also the discussion in Section 2.2).
Another definition of free energy
We have seen that the free energy F Φ is the potential of the mean (thermodynamic) force. As such it encodes the statistical properties of a system in thermal equilibrium. But can it also describe the effective dynamics of a molecular system as is commonly asserted (e.g., see [18, 19, 20, 21] )? An obvious drawback of F Φ is that it is not gauge invariant in the sense that it is not invariant under a change of coordinates, so that identical microscopic states may be assigned to different potentials of mean force. Moreover, as a consequence of (2.10), the derivative of F Φ does not transform like a proper gradient which entails that critical points, e.g., local minima or saddle points (i.e., candidates for transition states) are not preserved under a change of coordinates (cf. the discussion in [3] ).
Geometric definition of free energy
An obvious way to fix the gauge problem is to replace the delta function in (2.3) by a proper surface measure, i.e., to define a free energy of the form
In view of the coarea formula (2.6), the obvious difference between F and G lies in the Fixman potential: by changing the potential according to
we can switch back and forth between the two definitions. As the free energy thus defined only depends on the ensemble of microstates, i.e., on the particular level set x ∈ Σ(ξ), we shall term it geometric free energy (cf. [8] ).
In analogy with the marginal property (2.4), we notice that exp(−βG(ξ))/Z is the probability density of the surface Σ(ξ). If we denote by Σ(ξ) + dΣ(ξ) the parallel surface to Σ(ξ) that is dξ away from it, and let Q(Σ(ξ), dΣ(ξ)) be the half-open set of points lying between Σ(ξ) and Σ(ξ) + dΣ(ξ), then (see Fig. 3 )
is the probability of finding states in the infinitesimal slab Q(Σ(ξ), dΣ(ξ)). By the coarea formula (2.6), equation (3.1) is equivalent to
Therefore we can compute the derivative of G just as before using (2.11). This yields
which should be compared to (2.12) . Similarly to the previous section, we recognise the right-hand side of the equation as the expectation with respect to the (gaugeinvariant) canonical distribution ρ(x) conditional on x ∈ Σ(ξ). We write this as
Keeping the terminology of the previous section, the corresponding force
in the direction of Φ can be seen to be gauge invariant; indeed,
equals the gauge invariant part f
Φ in (2.12). Note that G transforms like a proper gradient field.
The reader may be tempted to think that the geometric free energy G rather than the Helmholtz free energy F Φ is the effective potential governing the dynamics of a collective variable, because its derivative G behaves like a force under transformations of the collective variable, whereas F Φ does not. As we will show below, G is related to the transition rates between metastable states. There are other instances in which G turns out to be the effective potential that drives the dynamics of a collective variable, e.g., when the collective variable is adiabatically separated from the remaining degrees of freedom [22] or in the optimal prediction of Hamiltonian systems [23, 16] .
Effective dynamics in the free energy landscape
In general the question as to whether G or F Φ drives some coarse-grained dynamics does not allow for a straightforward answer, the reason being that there is neither a unique coarse-graining procedure nor a unique way of "measuring dynamics". To understand this point, suppose that the microscopic dynamics are governed by the following overdamped Langevin equatioṅ
that generates dynamics that are ergodic with respect to the canonical ensemble. Herė w denotes n-dimensional Gaussian white noise with coefficient σ = k B T (i.e., w is a Brownian motion). Given the solution x(t) and using Itô's formula [24, Sec. 4.2]), it follows that Φ(x(t)) evolves according to the equatioṅ
Clearly, the evolution equation for ξ(t) = Φ(x(t)) depends on x(t) and we may ask for an appropriate closure scheme to find an equation for ξ alone. Since ξ is a stochastic process, there are various ways to define a process, say, z such that
One possible choice that has been proposed in [25] is to construct z(t) so that its probability distribution at time t ≥ 0 coincides with the probability distribution of ξ(t) = Φ(x(t)). Although appealing, such a closure requires that the exact timedependent marginal distribution of Φ(x(t)) is known which typically is not the case.
Another possibility is to replace the right hand side of (3.5) by its conditional average E[·|Φ(x) = z] which essentially amounts to computing the least squares approximation of the forces acting on Φ (see, e.g., [26] ). This possibility, which has been analysed in [27] , yields a stochastic differential equation for z of the form,
whereη is one-dimensional Gaussian white noise. The coefficients are the average force
and the average variance
By construction of the coarse-graining scheme using conditional expectations, the invariant distribution of (3.6) is the marginal distribution ρ Φ ∝ exp(−βF Φ ), but in general the average force b will be different from F Φ or G as given by the equations (2.12) or (3.3); for a multidimensional collective variables it need not even be the derivative of any potential, i.e., it will not be a gradient field. 
Transition state theory
In the derivation of transition rates for thermostatted Hamiltonian systems, G comes out naturally (cf. [29, 30] ): let A ⊂ R n be an open set that is a subset of the configuration space with a sufficiently smooth boundary and define A c = R n \ A to be its (closed) complement in R n . Further assume that the dynamics are given by the Langevin equation,ẋ
with γ ∈ R n×n being symmetric, positive definite and satisfying the fluctuation dissipation relation 2γ = βσσ T for some invertible noise matrix σ ∈ R n×n . As before, 3 If Φ is scalar, it is in fact possible to do a nonlinear change of variables (sometimes called a "volatility transformation"), such that a = √ 2σ becomes constant and, as a result, b = −∇F . This, however, does not contradict any of the previous statements (cf. also [3, 28] ).
w denotes an n-dimensional Gaussian white noise process. Now let (x, v) : [0, ∞) → R n × R n be a generic trajectory, assuming the potential V (x) to be sufficiently confining, so that trajectories cannot escape to infinity. Letting N T denote the number of times that x(t) has crossed the boundary ∂A of A for t < T , the transition rate is defined as half the mean frequency of crossing ∂A, i.e.,
.
To obtain a handier expression for the rate, we follow the derivation given in [5] . For this purpose we represent the boundary of A as the zero-level set,
of a suitable smooth function ϕ : R n → R with the agreement that ϕ(x) > 0 when x ∈ A and ϕ(x) ≤ 0 otherwise. We further denote by χ A the indicator function of the set A and by dS(x) the surface element of its boundary, ∂A. Using that χ A (x) = θ(ϕ(x)) where θ : R → {0, 1} is the Heaviside step function, the rate can be recast as
where in accordance with the considerations in Section 2.1, the relation θ (ϕ) = δ(ϕ) should be understood in the sense of sharp-interface limit of a mollified step function. If we call µ(x, v) = ρ(x)η(v) with η = N (0, β −1 I) the joint equilibrium distribution of (x, v), then ergodicity of the Langevin dynamics entails that the rate is equal to
where we have employed the coarea formula (2.6) in the second line, and the third line has followed from integrating the Gaussian density η(v) over the velocities normal to the dividing surface. The remaining integral is basically the partition function M of the geometric free energy G = −β −1 ln M evaluated at the boundary of A.
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Remark 1 The thus defined transition rate is exact as far as the transitions between
A and A c are concerned. However in many cases one is rather interested in the transition rates between two disjoint sets A and B ⊂ A c , in which case k A may be a poor approximation of transition rate k AB between A and B, because a typical trajectory that leaves A will probably re-enter A, before going to B. To get a better estimate of k AB , it is therefore desirable to find an optimal dividing surface over all hypersurfaces Σ ⊂ R n separating A from B that minimises k AB , and it can be shown that an optimal dividing surfaces must be a stationary point of
is understood as a functional of the level set function ϕ that specifies the dividing surface [32] ; cf. also [5] and the references given there.
Blue Moon ensemble
The difference between F Φ and G highlights another important aspect that we have partially addressed in Section 2.1. In the seminal work [33] , Fixman addressed the problem of how to compute so-called unbiased averages for polymeric fluids models that are subject to holonomic constraints. 5 The difference between the two free energies can be understood in the same fashion. To this end recall the definition (2.3) of the free energy F Φ , which, using the coarea formula (2.5), can be recast as
where the last equality is a straight consequence of the definition of G, equation (3.1). The term inside the logarithm can be understood as an expected value with respect to the Boltzmann distribution constrained to the submanifold Σ(ξ) where M (ξ) simply normalises the level set probability density to one. If we call
the expectation of an observable f with respect to the constrained Boltzmann distribution, the above equation turns into (cf. [4, Eqn. 31])
The relation between the constrained expectation E Σ [·|ξ] thus defined and the conditional expectation E[·|Φ(x) = ξ], and its calculation using holonomic constraints is the topic of the next subsection.
Conditional probabilities and holonomic constraints
Suppose we want to compute the expected value of an observable f with respect to the Boltzmann distribution ρ. By the total law of expectation, the expectation can be recast as
where E Φ [f |ξ] is shorthand for the conditional expectation
In many circumstances, the numerical evaluation of the total equilibrium distribution ρ is costly, while the conditional expectations E Φ [·|ξ] are relatively easy to obtain (e.g., if Φ is an extremely metastable direction or spreads over regions of very low probability). Equation (4.2) states that, if just F Φ is available, then the total expectation can be computed as a weighted average of the conditional expectations, which is known as thermodynamic integration (e.g., see [34, 35, 2] ) Given a method that allows for sampling ρ ∝ exp(−βV ), say, a Monte-Carlo scheme, the obvious strategy for computing E Φ [·|ξ] would be to let the sampler sample only the subspace Σ(ξ) = {x ∈ R n : Φ(x) = ξ}. For a large class of sampling schemes such as hybrid Monte-Carlo [36] , over-or underdamped Langevin dynamics [37, 38] this can be done by imposing a holonomic constraint Φ(x) = ξ on the system. Strictly speaking a constraint is a set of admissible states x ∈ Σ(ξ) and is intrinsic in that it always defines the same set of states, no matter whether it is defined by an algebraic equation Φ(x) = ξ or by any other means. Hence, under suitable assumptions, any constrained dynamics that are ergodic with respect to the Boltzmann distribution will sample the constrained expectation E Σ [·|ξ] rather than the conditional one.
As we have argued using the coarea formula (2.5)-(2.6), conditional and marginal distributions are not intrinsic to the constraint surface, whereas E Σ [·|ξ] is. We will call the problem of sampling the conditional distribution using constrained dynamics (or fake-dynamics such as Monte-Carlo) the bias problem [39] . For second-order differential equations, the bias problem has its origin in the hidden constraintΦ(x) = 0 that any system with velocities satisfies in addition to Φ(x) = ξ. The bias can be removed by a suitable reweighting strategy as has been discussed in the blue moon article [40] . The bias problem, however, remains if the dynamics is purely configurational, e.g., in case of overdamped Brownian motion. To understand this, we recast (4.3) as
where we have employed the coarea formula (2.6) to go from the first to the second line. Inserting 1 = M (ξ)/M (ξ), we immediately find that the fundamental equality
relates constrained and conditional expectations and which is known in the literature by the name of Fixman theorem [33] or Blue Moon formula [40] . Since it is a direct consequence of the coarea formula, this relation holds true no matter whether the system involves momenta or not. 6 If the kinetic energy of a system that involves momenta carries a nontrivial mass matrix M , then the Euclidean norm | · | in the weight |∇Φ| has to be replaced by the Riemannian metric |z| M −1 = √ z · M −1 z. For details, we refer to the textbook [38] or [41] in this issue. Fixman potential reloaded. The Blue Moon Formula (4.4), but also equation (4.1) which relates the two free energies F Φ and G simply express the fact that the underlying statistical ensembles can be transformed into one another by augmenting the potential according to V → V + β −1 ln |∇Φ|. The origin of the Fixman correction β −1 ln |∇Φ| is basically the same as in Sections 2.1-2.2, where the correction was revealed as the result of strong confinement. This can be rephrased by saying that the Fixman potential mimics unconstrained equilibrium dynamics, even though the system is constrained [10, 11, 42] . In this sense, the Fixman potential measures the difference between the two probability measures
] that correspond to the free energies F Φ and G, respectively. It is therefore referred to as an entropic correction.
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The following example is a variant of a classical example from [10] and illustrates that the Fixman potential in (4.1) can arise from a very subtle interplay between the geometry of the macrostate {Φ(x) = ξ} and the potential energy landscape V . Example 2 Consider a molecule consisting of three identical particles, as in Figure  4 . We shall assume that the particles are confined to the xy-plane and that the interactions between them are invariant under rigid translations and rotations. We further assume that the interaction potential V = V ε has the form 5) where 0 < ε 1 which indicates that the bond lengths r 1 , r 2 are stiff. Here Cartesian and internal (i.e., polar) coordinates are related by the coordinate transformation
We let Φ = θ be our collective variable, and we want to compute F θ and G for small ε. To this end recall that both geometric and conditional free energies are defined as G ε (ξ) = −β −1 log M ε (ξ) , F θ,ε (ξ) = −β −1 log Z θ,ε (ξ), (4.6) with the geometric partition function 
The integration over r 1 is another Gaussian integral. Hence
to lowest order in ε where M ε is given by M ε (ξ) = 2πε β exp(−βU (ξ))
Clearly, both ln M ε and ln Z θ,ε approach −∞ as ε → 0. Yet the difference between the two free energies (4.6) is well defined, viz., It is interesting to note that the Fixman potential is not a function of r 1,0 (ξ) and r 2,0 (ξ), but only a function of the latter. This is intriguing because the three particles are indistinguishable; also from a geometric perspective, the internal state spaces of the two exterior particles are identical copies of the positive real line. This confirms that F Φ does not have an intrinsic meaning, for had we chosen a different gauge (e.g., with the top particle in Fig. 4 sitting on the y-axis), the Fixman potential would have become a function of r 1,0 (θ) rather than r 2,0 (θ).
Conclusions
In this article we have reviewed two distinct free energy concepts for collective variables that circulate in the literature. The more common probabilistic definition in terms of marginal probabilities encodes the complete statistics of a system in thermal equilibrium. The second, geometric definition is related to the probability distribution of the state space foliation defined by the collective variable and is covariant under transformations of its parametrization. Although lacking a straightforward interpretation in terms of marginal or conditional probabilities, it appears to be the natural quantity for estimating, e.g., the transition rates between metastable states. We wish to stress that choosing either of the two definitions is not a religious question, but rather a question of the scope of application; both are free energies in their own right. Moreover they are linked by a simple transformation of the potential energy function.
